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In what follows, I set out some early commentary on a four-year research project (2018-
2022) with Colombian migrant women in Antofagasta, Chile. 
 
Yasmin1 maps me a chilling cartography of her home. There is a sick knot in my stomach as 
she indicates the places where her partner abused her. The crack in the fiberboard wall of her 
bedroom where he slammed her against it with his hand around her neck. The glass panels of 
the sideboard she bought before she met him, methodically smashed out. The washing 
machine, also bought with her own money, heavily dented by his steel-capped boots. 
 
Yasmin situates these brutal elevation points within a much wider topography of violence. Its 
contour lines are the machismo she says she has internalized for much of her life in Colombia 
and Chile. And the fear of reprisal that she identifies with having lived in close proximity to 
armed conflict in Colombia. This fear, she says, makes one agachar la cabeza (keep one’s 
head down), afraid to speak up. It is a fear she identifies too in Chilean campamento 
(informal settlement) dwellers who lived through the Pinochet dictatorship. Yet Yasmin maps 
me this not so I can pity her, nor to imply that the multiple violences she has experienced are 
innate to Colombia or Chile. Rather, she wishes me to understand what it is to have luchado 
(struggled/fought) to create her own countertopography of endurance and joy.   
 
She moved to Antofagasta, Chile from Cali, Colombia in 2012. She lived in a cramped room 
in shared housing before moving to her Chilean partner’s house in a low-income 
neighbourhood. When their first child was one month old, they were evicted by their landlord 
at short notice. Unable to find other accommodation within their price range in the 
neighbourhood, Yasmin pushed her daughter in her pram up and down the dusty roads of the 
neighboring campamento, asking the vecinos (neighbours) if there was a plot of land 
available on which to build. She eventually found one.  
 
Covered in rubbish and isolated from the other self-built houses, it did not look promising. 
But determined to make the best of it, Yasmin drew a house design, basing it on her home in 
Colombia. A Colombian builder friend managed the construction for her. Up a few steps, the 
front door opens onto a square living room, where two sofas face one another. Adorning the 
walls, most of which are bare fiberboard but one of which is painted lilac, are family photos, 
mosaicked mirrors, and a triptych of photo prints of African women in beaded, colorful 
clothing. A bedroom opens off the right of the living room. Up a further small flight of steps, 
the kitchen is to the left. It has an electric oven, a microwave, and a hot plate. There are two 
more bedrooms, both spacious, behind the kitchen off the hall. At the back of the house is a 
large bathroom with a cold-water shower, sink and toilet.  
 
Yasmin is proud of the home she built. Over time, more families came and built nearby. A 
new micro-campamento was formed, of which she became a community leader. As she grew 
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in confidence, she demanded that her partner leave. He is no longer in her life and does not 
have contact with their two children. ‘Bueno, ahora somos una familia de tres’ (Well, now we 
are a family of three), she says.  
 
Some of this she tells me as we prepare for a Mother’s Day celebration in the campamento 
community center in May 2019. A Chilean vecina is sitting on Yasmin’s bed while Yasmin 
braids her hair and applies make-up. The vecina has recently left an abusive relationship and 
Yasmin has been a great support to her, as have the workshops on feminism run by 
campamento leaders in which both participate. The Mother’s Day celebration is an important 
opportunity to celebrate all they have achieved, and they explain how they feel empowered 
by getting dressed up to attend.  
 
We walk down to the community center together, joining up with other women along the 
way. We arrive to find it decorated with red and white streamers, balloons, and signs 
declaring ‘Feliz Día Mamá’. There are chairs and tables arranged in a horseshoe around the 
edge of the room. A group of men are cooking outside on the grill and inside huayno, tinkus, 
and cumbia play loudly on the stereo. The thirty or so women—Chilean, Peruvian, Bolivian, 
and Colombian—chat and take photos together. As we eat the barbeque and salads, a 
Bolivian group dance a popular carnival dance. Following the dinner and dancing, there are 
brief speeches, all of which refer to the women present as ‘luchadoras’.  

 
-------------- 

 
When she marked the places where her partner had assaulted her, Yasmin connected sites on 
her body to sites in her home to sites of armed conflict in Colombia, dictatorship in Chile, 
and transnational machismo. Likewise, when she spoke of how she had endured and found 
joy, she connected practices of bodily self-care with constructing and making beautiful her 
home, linking these with broader narratives of feminism, as well as transnational migrant, and 
sometimes diasporic African, thriving and resilience. How Yasmin chose to tell her story was 
consistent with the life story mapping engaged by the other Colombian migrant women who 
have participated in this four-year research project (2018-2022), which is based on a 
combination of multi-sited ethnography and co-produced arts-based methods. In telling their 
stories, they conveyed a fluid, mutually constitutive integration between body, home, nation-
state, and beyond.  
 
This is a perspective I seek to reflect in developing the concept of ‘navigating borderlands’. 
Led by participants’ ways of interpreting their stories, I also build on the Latin American 
decolonial feminist epistemology-ontology of cuerpo-territorio and Anglophone feminist 
geographers’ work on migration and borderlands. I explore how an imagined borderland with 
material effects stretches from the Pacific Coast region in Colombia to Antofagasta in Chile’s 
Atacama Desert. Its violent topography has been sedimented through layers of everyday 
interactions over time.  Through their navigations of this hostile terrain, however, the women 
in this research create a new countertopography2 of endurance and of joy. Their navigation 
practices are focused on a need to aguantar (endure/cope/hold on), which, while not 
necessarily resistance per se, signals resilience and can be a form of defiance. They are also 
motivated by a profound desire to thrive and find joy.   

 
-------------- 
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The women whose migrations we map in the project have come from the Pacific Region of 
Colombia to Antofagasta in the last decade, as have nearly 80 per cent of the 63,000 migrants 
who live in the desert city of 388,500.3 While Antofagasta has a larger percentage of foreign-
born population than most regions in Chile, the city’s migration boom reflects national 
trends,4 characterized by an exponential increase in migration. In the early 1990s, there were 
just under 115,000 international migrants in Chile.5 Today, there are over 1.25 million 
migrants in the country, which has a total population of 17.5 million.6 Over 90 per cent of 
migrants to Chile come from elsewhere in Latin America, and migration flows are dynamic 
and in rapid flux. Venezuelans are now the largest migrant group by nationality (23 per cent), 
followed by Peruvians (17.9 per cent), Haitians (14.3 per cent), and Colombians (11.7 per 
cent), but until 2017, Colombians were the second largest group by nationality.7  
 
There are approximately 4.5 million Colombians living outside Colombia, which has a 
population of 48 million.8 Whilst their reasons for migrating are mixed, many have been 
compelled to leave due to the armed conflict and its complex repercussions.9 Most 
Colombians in Antofagasta come from the Pacific Coast region of Colombia, and particularly 
the Valle del Cauca department, which has experienced high levels of violence in the past 
decade, despite the signing of the Colombian peace agreement in 2016.10 Migration flows to 
Antofagasta are feminized and a high proportion of this population is Afro-Colombian.11 The 
majority of women I worked with on this project identify, like Yasmin, as Afro-Colombian, 
although some identify as mestiza.  

 
-------------- 

 
As well as drawing strongly on how women represent their own stories, I am indebted to 
intersectional and decolonial feminist scholarship on the production of violence and 
resistance across space-time, and on migration and borderlands. In particular, I found that 
participants’ ways of narrating and seeing reflected the epistemology-ontology of territorio 
cuerpo-tierra (body-land territory12) developed by Maya-Xinka communitarian feminist 
Lorena Cabnal out of the praxis of the Maya and Xinka women’s organization AMISMAXAJ 
(Asociación de Mujeres Indígenas de Santa María Xalapán, Jalapa, Guatemala) and the 
Bolivian Grupo Comunitario Mujeres Creando Comunidad. Territorio cuerpo-tierra centers 
the relationship between body and land in its approach to patriarchal oppression and 
resistance. As Cabnal writes, ‘Las violencias históricas y opresivas existen tanto para mi 
primer territorio cuerpo, como también para mi territorio histórico, la tierra’13 (Historic and 
oppressive violences exist as much for my first-territory body as they do for my historic-
territory, the land).14 The recovery and defense of one thereby necessitates the recovery and 
defense of the other.15 Any recovery and defense is predicated upon a historical-structural 
analysis that interrogates patriarchal oppressions ‘ante la colonia, durante la colonia, y luego 
los efectos … que se siguen teniendo’ (before colonization, during colonization, and then the 
effects … that they continue to have).16 
 
Territorio cuerpo-tierra, or cuerpo-territorio (body-territory)17 as it is frequently termed, has 
become an important thread within Latin American decolonial feminist activism and 
scholarship, both on the continent and in the diaspora.18 Cabnal welcomes the interweaving 
of territorio cuerpo-tierra with other critical feminist approaches, indigenous and non-
indigenous.19 Both Delmy Cruz Hernández and the Colectivo Miradas Críticas del Territorio 
desde el Feminismo point to the intersections between cuerpo-territorio and work on space, 
power, gender and race by Anglophone feminist geographers such as Doreen Massey and 
Linda McDowell.20 Sara Zaragocin and Martina Carretta expand upon this, finding a meeting 
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point between Anglophone feminist geography and decolonial Latin American feminist 
epistemologies in their joint emphasis on embodiment. It is ‘[b]y connecting the body and 
home, often considered private and small scale to the issues of the nation and geopolitics, 
[that] feminist geographers consistently and deliberately subvert engrained understandings of 
what is politically important in geography and bring to the forefront the scale of the body.’21  
 
Anglophone feminist geographers’ perspectives on migration and on borderlands coalesce in 
their centering of the embodied and visceral.22 In migration studies, it is now commonplace 
to think in terms of how migrants live their lives across ‘transnational social spaces’. 
Transnational social spaces describe the dense, border-spanning, multilayered arenas that are 
formed and re-formed through interactions between (groups of) migrants, states and their 
actors, as well as non-state actors such as NGOs, and international organizations.23 Feminist 
migration scholars have brought attention to the ways in which gender, race, class, sexuality 
and other social identities condition how migrants are able to move within, and manipulate, 
transnational social spaces.24 This highlights migrants’ agency but also how their movements 
are controlled and constrained because of the ways their bodies are read and categorized.  
 
Implicit within this approach, but not always made salient, is recognition of the structural 
violence25 that leads certain migrants’ bodies to be read, categorized, and acted upon in 
certain ways. Those who are most affected by structural violence are also those most likely to 
be harmed by direct violence.26 Increasingly, feminist geographers such as Caroline Faria and 
Cathy McIlwaine are documenting and theorizing the ways in which structural and direct 
violence impact migrants’ lives across transnational social spaces and at multiple scales from 
the body to the nation-state.27 This chimes with feminist geographers’ contributions to 
borderland studies, where violence has often been more overtly acknowledged. 
 
Gloria Anzaldúa’s 1987 Borderlands/La Frontera, where she writes the border as an open 
wound, is a touchstone for decolonial feminist articulations of borderlands.28 Such 
articulations vividly capture the structural violence of mobility regimes, and how those 
against whom these regimes discriminate the most also face the highest levels of direct 
violence. Within this work, feminist geographers have made key contributions to considering 
how borders and borderlands ‘refract geohistorically specific social cleavages and power 
relations.’29 Melissa Wright’s research in the context of high levels of violence against 
women and girls, including femicide, in Ciudad Juárez, Mexico is emblematic.30 This, and 
other recent feminist borderland research,31 takes a multi-scalar approach to analyzing 
borderland spaces, and addresses how border violence is inscribed, resisted and transformed 
on and through the body. 
 
I weave together these strands of feminist migration and borderlands scholarship in my 
analysis of how a topography of violence, reaching from Colombia to Chile, is created 
through everyday interactions. I am cognizant, however, of Anglophone feminist geography’s 
tendency to epistemologically and methodologically privilege a ‘Western ontological 
understanding of the body and the environment as two,’ in the words of Zaragocin and 
Carretta.32  Therefore, in this research and writing, I engage with cuerpo-territorio as a way 
of knowing and being, adapting it to reflect more specifically the epistemologies and 
ontologies of the women whose stories I share. I use cuerpo-territorio to try and push beyond 
the idea of hierarchical scales of body-home-nation-state. Rather, the borderland is comprised 
of all of these simultaneously; its violent topography is created and inscribed on and through 
the body and the land at once.   

-------------- 
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This violent topography is navigated daily by the women who contributed to this research. In 
thinking about their navigations, I build on anthropologist Henrik Vigh’s work. He defines 
navigation as ‘an analytical optic which allows us to focus on how people move and manage 
within situations of social flux and change,’ particularly when those situations are violent and 
unpredictable.33 It draws attention to how, ‘no matter what the level of power, we are never 
completely free to move as we want … we move in relation to the push and pulls, influence 
and imperatives, of social forces.’34 Vigh positions navigation as a corrective to how ‘“the 
spatial turn” (Sheller and Urry 2006) in anthropology has been guided by a geographical 
fallacy, namely the idea of social space as similar to terrestrial landscapes, as solidified 
surfaces of enactment.”35 
 
I argue,36 however, that this is a misinterpretation of a geographical perspective on social 
space. Vigh’s idea of what he terms ‘social environment’ (the shifting milieu through which 
actors move) is, in fact, very similar to social space as it is understood in geography. Social 
space is fluid, changing, and three-dimensional; a ‘product of interrelations’, in the words of 
Doreen Massey. There is a ‘power geometry’ to these interrelations that shapes each 
individual’s social location within the space and the subsequent extent to which they can 
maneuver.37 Vigh’s navigation, therefore, actually works in tandem with, rather than against, 
a geographical perspective on social space. It is just such a perspective on social space that 
undergirds the contributions by feminist geographers to migration and borderland studies 
discussed above. In melding these with cuerpo-territorio and challenging a Western 
ontological perspective of the body and land as two separate scales, I further emphasize the 
fluid, multidimensional production of the violent topography of the borderland space. 
 
Whilst it may not offer a new perspective on space, the optic of navigation does offer insight 
into how actors negotiate movement through the rapidly morphing borderland. Vigh captures 
the dexterity and alertness with which those in situations of chronic instability must respond 
to the changing dynamics that surround them. Navigation sharpens focus on how, in such 
situations, rapid decisions must be taken based both on current circumstances and on future 
aspirations.38 This allows for recognition of the agency and ability of those who are 
marginalized in negotiating unpredictable presents and futures, whilst avoiding sweeping 
categorization of their attempts to do so under the umbrella of ‘resistance’.39 

 
-------------- 

 
Such a perspective reveals women’s agency and ability in their daily navigations of a violent 
borderland. Their navigations are centered on the need to aguantar but also to find and 
celebrate moments of joy. These terms recurred repeatedly throughout the research. Although 
I examine specific navigation practices aimed at aguantando and centred on joy, I also go 
beyond thinking solely in terms of discrete moments of navigation to suggest that, over time, 
these navigations can accumulate to create new a new countertopography. In my use of 
countertopography, I draw on Caroline Faria and Alison Mountz, who have brought Cindi 
Katz’s concept into studies of migration and borderlands.40 In Katz’s words, producing a 
countertopography involves delineating analytical contour lines that ‘represent not elevation 
but particular relations to a process.’41 It is a critical, feminist approach that offers us, as 
Mountz writes, ‘important theoretical routes across racialized and gendered colonial 
terrain.’42 In my adaptation of this approach, I show how women’s navigations of a violent 
borderland topography can be mapped to reveal alternative contour lines of endurance and of 
joy.  
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